**Pivagijarsimaviit ingiraniarlutit sikuukkanut?**
Are you prepared to travel on the sea ice?

---

**Check the Weather Forecast Before you Leave**
Andesek experiences hazards when recent conditions and their how Qaumaniqarrangit.

**Inuutulitul**
Aullagattangilluitit
Marina duuaqarvikut isumikulliit, atualimut.

**Lunar Tides**
Be aware of the moon phases; they can make it easier to break your trip. The full moon creates a lot of water everywhere, moving from rivers and lakes and shaping ocean currents. Rough ice may get rougher, small cracks may get wider and open water areas may get larger.

**Stay warm**
Plant, stamp, stove, fuel, candles, matches, lighter, and sleeping bag to keep warm.

**Pirulknartut Qangatunnaq**
Narlungapari, ninjaqatunnaq, tusaqatunnaq, usuqatunnaq, usuqatunnaq, usuqatunnaq.

**Protection**
Carry a knife and bear spray to protect yourself.
You don't want to be attacked by a bear and nothing but your bare hands.

**Saputisimawanarlutit**
Qalassukut, narsuaqatunnaq, amputaaqatunnaq, amputaaqatunnaq, amputaaqatunnaq, amputaaqatunnaq.

**Extra Supplies**
Pack more food, water, fuel and safety equipment.
And always store fuel after you're done. Don't leave garbage lying around.

**Naksakknirniitut Nauntumiarniit**
Narsuaqatunnaq, amputaaqatunnaq, amputaaqatunnaq.

**Know Where You Are**
Bring a GPS or map to help you navigate and share your travel routes with family and friends.

**Urkkua**
Sea sickness can change, travel delays happen. Carry a test for protection from the outside elements.
Check the Sikuutit maps and add the coordinates of known shelter areas before you go.

**Shades**
One sunny day always wear sunglasses on the ice, so you don't become sun blind.

**Extra Clothing**
Always be prepared for another pair of clothes with you. What are you going to wear if you accidentally get wet?

---

**Piturnirtulugu**
Umarlinuqatunnaq, narsuaqatunnaq, amputaaqatunnaq, amputaaqatunnaq, amputaaqatunnaq.

**Tusaumajutiqarpaklitit**
Narlungaparviit, ninjaqatunnaq, tusaqatunnaq, usuqatunnaq, usuqatunnaq, usuqatunnaq.

**Qaijmaliutul**
Naniqamangaraaplitit
Narlungaaparvit, ninjaqatunnaq, tusaqatunnaq, usuqatunnaq, amputaaqatunnaq, amputaaqatunnaq, amputaaqatunnaq.
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